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L ACEMAKING BECAME AN IMPORTANT INDUSTRY in sixteenth- and seventeenth- 
century Italy. Historians assume that lacemaking was first practiced in the 
mid-fifteenth century by Venetian noblewomen working for pleasure at home. 
By the early sixteenth century, however, young women working in convents 

and charitable institutions were producing Italian lace commercially, and by the second 
half of the sixteenth century, the industry saw rapid growth in the production of both 
needle lace, created with a needle and single thread, and bobbin lace, made with multiple 
threads.1 Surviving visual images and lace samples demonstrate the rich variety of fash-
ionable lace that was produced by Italian lacemakers during the early modern period. 
These include a range of lace from narrow borders and edges of fine linen or silver and 
gold thread (FIGS. 3.1–4, LA-018, LA-057, LA-048, LA-015) to large and expertly worked pieces 
of lace that were translated into ruffs, collars, cuffs, and lace trimmings according to 
contemporary fashions (FIG. 3.5 LA-013). 

The most essential feature of lace fashions between the years 1560 and 1620 was the 
large lace ruff, which developed in the second half of the sixteenth century from a tiny 
frill or a small lace edging into an elaborate wired lace collar or a full ruff tied around the 
neck (FIG. 3.6 LA-863). Round ruffs, embellished with many variations of beautiful points 
of Italian needle lace, became especially extravagant all over Europe and assumed at 
times such enormous proportions that some of them were called “millstones.”2 The 
abundant use of lace and its purely decorative function were often disapproved by mor-
alists who regarded the fashion for “great and monstrous Ruffes . . . clogged with gold, 
silver, or silke lace of stately prince” as frivolous and wasteful.3 The stunning quality 
and appearance of late Renaissance lace ruffs, worn by both men and women, and the 
skill of the contemporary lacemakers is evident in numerous Renaissance portraits. 
A painting from 1640, representing Cosimo II de’ Medici, Maria Maddalena d’Austria, 
and their son Ferdinando, provides an example of the types of elaborate collars and 
ruffs in fine needle lace worn by wealthy aristocratic men and women in the period 
(FIG. 3.7 LA-772). Some rare examples of these types of ruffs have survived in European 
museums, including one in the Textilmuseum St. Gallen’s collection (SEE FIG. 1.12 LA-024) 
and another conserved in the Livrustkammaren, Stockholm (FIG. 3.8 LA-773).

The increasing production and popularity of lace is visible not only in painted por-
traits but also in the large number of printed patterns books that laid out designs for 
needle and bobbin laces. According to Ann Rosalind Jones, over 110 of these books were 
printed for the first time between 1523 and 1600 in a number of towns that had achieved 
a level of expertise in book printing, including editions by Venetian and Roman printers, 
such as Cesare Vecellio, Matteo Pagano, Giacomo Franco, Isabella Catanea Parasole, and 
Gasparo Crivellari (SEE CHAP. 2 [SPEELBERG]).4 Surviving lace pieces suggest that the pat-
terns were familiar to lacemakers. There are close resemblances, for example, between 
motifs in a reticella needle-lace border made around 1600 and designs in Cesare Vecellio’s 
Corona delle nobili et virtuose donne (1591) (SEE FIG. 3.1, LA-018; SEE ALSO FIG. 2.21, LA-805). 

The cultural significance of lace, and the laborious and time-consuming process of 
making lace accessories and trims, meant that thousands of women in Italy, both in the 
city and in the countryside, produced lace for the European fashion market by the sev-
enteenth century.5 These women played a key role in the development of lace in Europe, 
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FIG. 3.1 (LA-018) 
Reticella needle-lace insert, Italy, 
ca. 1600. Linen. Textilmuseum St. 
Gallen, Gift of Leopold Ikle, 1905, 
00895. Cat. X. 

FIG. 3.2 (LA-057) 
Partially worked border, probably 
Venice, 1600–20. Linen. 
Textilmuseum St. Gallen, Gift of 
Leopold Ikle, 1905, 01005. Cat. X.

FIG. 3.3 (LA-048) 
Punto in aria needle-lace border, 
Venice, 1630–50, reworked in the 
19th century. Linen. Textilmuseum 
St. Gallen, Acquisition from the 
Sammlung John Jacoby, 1954, 
00079. Cat. X.

FIG. 3.4 (LA-015) 
Bobbin-lace trimming or edging, 
Milan or Northern Europe, 1580–
1620. Gold thread with silk core 
 and gold sequins. Textilmuseum  
St. Gallen, Gift of Leopold Ikle, 1904, 
00096.1-2. Cat. X. 
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both in terms of technique and design. 
Contemporary travelers noted the skill and 

creativity of Italian lacemakers. On his visit to 
Italy in 1594 and 1595, the English traveler Fynes 
Moryson (1566–1630) wrote that “women of Italy 
are curious workers with the needle, of whom 
other nations have learned to make the laces 
commonly called cutworkes.”6 But how did lace-
making evolve, who were the makers and wearers 
of lace, and how was lace production organized 
in Renaissance Italy? This essay focuses on the 
development of lace and lacemaking in Italy, out-
lining how the lace industry grew from a home-
based occupation into a highly commercialized 
activity, and investigating how and by whom 
lace was made and used and how fashion laces 
were regarded and regulated in society. The essay 
demonstrates that, although fine lace is often 
associated only with the wealthy high-ranking 
elites, making and wearing lace held economic 
and cultural importance at all levels of society.

Lace Production in Italy 

Italian Renaissance lacemakers made two types 
of lace: bobbin lace, made on a cushion by twist-
ing and braiding a number of threads wound on 
separate bobbins; and needle lace, made with a 
needle and thread and constructed by means of 
tiny stitches built up on top of guiding threads 
pinned onto a pattern. The two techniques were 
often combined in a single object to achieve the 
desired decorative effect. A linen lace collar in 
the collection of the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, 
for example, is made of reticella and punto in aria 
needle lace with a small interlaced bobbin border 
(FIG. 3.9, LA-775).7 

Bobbin laces made in Venice, Genoa, and Milan 
enjoyed a high international reputation in Europe 

during the sixteenth century. The female author of a pattern book, known by her initials 
“RM,” published by Christoph Froschauer in Zurich around 1560, wrote that as far back 
as 1535 Venetian merchants had carried into Switzerland bobbin lace of “so lovely a qual-
ity” that Swiss women set out at once to copy it (SEE CHAP. 2 [SPEELBERG]).8 But Europeans 
admired above all Venetian needle lace, which became one of Italy’s most expensive 

FIG. 3.5 (LA-013) 
Punto a fogliame needle-lace 
collar and cuffs, Italy, ca. 1600, 
reworked in the 19th century. Linen. 
Textilmuseum St. Gallen, Gift of 
Leopold Ikle, 1904, 00402.a-c. 
Cat. X. 

FIG. 3.6 (LA-863) 
Ludovico Cardi detto il Cigoli, Cosimo 
I de Medici, grand duke, 1602–03. Oil 
on canvas. Palazzo Medici Riccardi, 
Prefettura, Florence, M03-199.
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FIG. 3.7 (LA-772) (TOP)
Justus Sustermans, Cosimo II de’ 
Medici, Maria Maddalena d’Austria 
and son Ferdinando, ca. 1640. Oil on 
canvas. Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence, 
2402-1890.

FIG. 3.8 (LA-773) (BOTTOM)
Bobbin-lace ruff, 1620s. Linen. 
Livrustkammaren (The Royal 
Armoury), Stockholm, LRK 33076.

FIG. 3.9 (LA-775) (OPPOSITE)
Reticella, punto in aria, needle-lace, 
and bobbin-lace collar, Italy, ca. 
1600–15 and/or ca. 1880–99. Linen. 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Gift of the 
Vereniging Het Kantsalet, BK-14612.
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and prestigious foreign products, pur-
chased and worn by men and women of 
the highest rank all over Europe.9 Due 
to the level of technical sophistication, 
Venetian needle-lace production grew 
considerably during the sixteenth cen-
tury and continued to dominate the 
markets during the seventeenth cen-
tury. Praising the skills of Venetian 
needle-lace makers, one enthusiastic 
local commentator claimed that “there 
never was a nation which could dream 
of taking precedence to Venice in mak-
ing needle point lace appreciated by the 
likes of emperors and princesses across 
the mountains.”10

Most lace, unlike other textile 
crafts such as embroidery and sewing, 
was created by women who operated 
outside the formal guild system.11 The 
division of female and male spheres 
within the art of lacemaking seems to 
have been relatively clear. White laces 
worked with linen thread used for edg-
ings on linen collars, cuffs, napkins, and 
other linen items that were frequently 
laundered, such as those seen on the 
laundry line in a sixteenth-century 
mural painted by Alessandro Allori 
(1535–1607), were closely associated 
with so-called “feminine works” (FIG. 

3.10, LA-776). Men were involved with 
the production of bobbin-made borders of precious-metal thread, which were tradi-
tionally made by the “passementiers” who belonged to the old professional guild.12 The 
superb value and prestige of the glittering gold lace with which passementiers worked 
can be seen in the detail of another painting by Allori, which shows an unfinished border 
of gold bobbin lace on a cushion (FIG. 3.11, LA-777). 

The Makers of Lace

Lacemaking was associated originally with Venetian noblewomen who made needlework 
in their leisure time. Needle lace was regarded as a suitable pastime for elite women and a 
respected form of work because it could not be confused with “real” manual labor.13 Many 
Italian editions of printed lace pattern books were dedicated to “virtuous” noblewomen, 

FIG. 3.10 (LA-776) 
Alessandro Allori, Women at work 
around a balcony, 1587–90. Fresco. 
Palazzo Pitti, Florence, 1587090.

FIG. 3.11 (LA-777) 
Alessandro Allori, Annunciation, 
1603. Oil on canvas. Accademia, 
Florence.
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for the reason that women had quickly learned how to make it and the costs of the mate-
rials were low: “Now you can buy a piece of lace at low-cost,” she writes, “quickly put it 
on, and thus save many of the prior expenses.” 18 The Textilmuseum St. Gallen collection 
includes a linen bobbin-lace insert that is similar to some of the designs in Froschauer’s 
book and was probably intended for use on domestic textiles (FIG. 3.14, LA-002). 

Household inventories drawn up for non-elite homes from the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries in Italy testify to the presence of tools to make bobbin lace. 

A Florentine fishmonger’s wife, for example, had a cushion to make bobbin lace, while 
the rag dealer Antonio Rossati’s household goods, listed upon his death in 1555, included 
an unfinished small collar “worked with stitches and attached to a bobbin-lace cush-
ion.” 19 Many also listed bobbin-made lace works in the homes of Venetian artisans, such 
as collars and aprons with bobbin-made lace edgings. The wife of the Venetian mason 
Augustin Zorzi had two aprons made of cambric with “laces and trims of bobbin-lace”; 
the Venetian baker Maffio Truscardi had eleven braccia of bobbin-made lace trim for 
aprons as well as a woman’s shirt made of home-woven linen with a collar and cuffs of 
bobbin lace; and a Venetian lime maker named Carlo del Iseppo had three handkerchiefs, 
all made of home-woven linen with bobbin edgings.20 

Bobbin-made lace created in ordinary Italian homes could be produced for home 
use, but many women of the artisan classes and humble homes took up lacemaking as 
a means of earning their living. According to the sixteenth-century author Federico 
Luigini, “the poor found benefit and income from the work while the rich, noble, and 
beautiful women also achieved honour.”21 

FIG. 3.13 (LA-779) 
Incomplete punto Venezia needle-
lace border, Venice, ca. 1670. Signed 
“PAB Pietro Cupilli San Cassan Inv.”  
Linen, ink, parchment, and linen 
canvas. Fondazione Musei Civici de 
Venezia.

underscoring the close connection between aristocratic women and lacemaking. For 
example, Le pompe: Libro secondo, published in 1560 in Venice, was addressed to “beautiful 
and virtuous women so that they can make all sorts of works, that is laces of diverse sort.” 14 

Skilled women could create their lace designs by cutting out a page of the book and 
pinning or stitching it onto a parchment or linen backing, which provided the ground for 
the lacework. The design was then transferred onto the ground by pricking the pattern 
with pins and rubbing fine powder over the small holes so as to make the lines of the pat-
tern visible on the ground fabric below.15 Italian pattern books, such as the Corona delle 
nobili et virtuose donne by Cesare Vecellio, also contain designs showing how to enlarge or 
reduce any pattern (FIG. 3.12, LA-778).16 A surviving unfinished lace work in the collection 
of the Museo del Merletto on the Venetian island of Burano shows an unfinished lace 
design prepared and begun on parchment (FIG. 3.13, LA-779). 

Venetian noblewomen were important patrons of lace. As several lace historians 
have shown, some of the most powerful women even set up schools in Venice for 
needle lace. In 1595, Morosina Morosini, the wife of Doge Marino Grimani, opened a 
workshop in the parish of Santa Fosca where 130 lace workers were overseen by the 
maestra Catterina Gardin.17 

Lace was made by elites as well as by women in more modest homes. Bobbin lace was 
seen as particularly suited for popular skill because it required simple, easily accessible 
tools that could either be purchased from the local market or made at home (pins, a 
cushion, a few bobbins, linen thread, and paper). The author of Froschauer’s 1560 pat-
tern book was a lacemaker and teacher of lacemaking, and praised bobbin lace especially 

FIG. 3.12 (LA-778) 
Cesare Vecellio, Corona delle Nobili 
et Virtuose Donne: Libro I. Published 
by the author, Venice 1595, plate Ggg 
3. The Newberry Library, Chicago, 
Case W 927.942 Special Collections.
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Lace in Convents and Charitable Institutions

As the demand for lace increased, lace works began to be produced for sale on a greater 
scale, especially in convents and charitable institutions which were set up to house 
young orphan girls until their future was decided. In the 1590s, Fynes Moryson recorded 
that in one of the institutions on Giudecca island in Venice, the Pia casa delle Cittelle 
(also known as Zitelle), the young girls “lived by the work of their hands.” 22 By the sec-
ond half of the seventeenth century, lace work in these Venetian institutions was often 
highly organized and commercialized. Noting the scale of lace production in Venetian 
religious and lay institutions, the French ambassador to Venice reported in 1671 to the 
French minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619–1683) that “all the convents of the religious 
and all the poor families live off this work [of lacemaking] here.”  Â

23 
Convents and charitable institutions provided an important source of labor for the 

Italian lace industry. There were as many as thirty monasteries in sixteenth-century 
Venice, along with several charitable institutions that were established between 1520 
and 1577 as temporary homes or protective shelters for the terminally ill, repenting pros-
titutes, women in serious trouble, and young orphan girls. It has been calculated that 
seventeenth-century documents recorded as many as 2,500 nuns in Venetian convents 
alone.24 Many of these women were engaged in lacemaking. Alessandro Magnasco’s late 
seventeenth-century painting The Nun’s Workshop, identified by the textile historian 
Isabella Campagnol, presents a rare scene from a Genoese convent where nuns, super-
vised by their mistress, are gathered to perform their daily tasks of reading devotional 
works, spinning, knitting, and doing needlework (FIG. 3.15 LA-780).

Lacemaking was seen as especially suitable for poor girls living in charitable institu-
tions because it kept them busy and therefore reduced potentially dangerous idle time. 
Benedetto Palmi, the founder of the abovementioned Casa delle Cittelle, noted the social 

and moral benefits of needlework for the poor girls in the organization’s house rules, 
stating that “the continuous and diligent practice of obedience and needlework at which 
they attend in order to provide for themselves makes them women of worth, and ban-
ishes from this House idleness, root of every Evil.”25 Most institutions taught girls textile 
crafts, including lacemaking. A painting by Benedetto Caliari (1538–1598), Madonna with 
the Child, Saint Mary Magdalene and the Soccorse (before 1597), which once decorated the 
Venetian Soccorso hospital, shows how the girls’ supervisor has left her lace pillow for 

a moment and is showing a pupil 
how to make a stocking. Another 
girl is shown netting, a second is 
sewing, and a third is making bob-
bin lace (FIG. 3.16, LA-781).

Women in convents and chari-
table institutions also carried out 
lace commissions from private 
citizens. Isabella Campagnol’s 
research reveals how these com-
missions were often demand-
ing and that some of the lace 
objects were so large and com-
plex that work could take months 
or even years to complete. This 
fact is evident in a letter by the 
mid-seventeenth-century writer 
Arcangela Tarabotti (the author 
of the text Inferno monacale, or 

FIG. 3.15 (LA-780) 
Follower of Alessandro Magnasco, 
Nuns at Work, first half of the 
18th century. Oil on canvas. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, the Jack and Belle Linsky 
Collection, 1982, 1982.60.13.

FIG. 3.14 (LA-002) 
Bobbin-lace insert, Italy, second 
half of the 16th century. Linen. 
Textilmuseum St. Gallen, Gift of 
Leopold Ikle, 1904, 00668. Cat. X. 
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FIG. 3.16 (LA-781) 
Carlo Caliari, The Foundation of 
the Casa del Soccorso (altarpiece 
from the church of Santa Maria del 
Soccorso), 1595. Oil on canvas. 
Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice, 400.  

“Monastic Hell”), who was forced into a convent against her will, in which she laments 
that she is working on a “punt’in aria needle lace” that is driving her “crazy.” 26 

Some of the lace made in convents and charitable hospitals was also produced for 
sale directly to merchants who bought lace either by unit or on specific commission 
on behalf of their customers. Sketches for a handkerchief with needlepoint lace from 
between 1580 and 1590 probably illustrate some of the variations of lace designs that 
could be purchased through merchants (FIGS. 3.17, 3.18, LA-782, LA-783).

However, the women and girls making these lace pieces were not allowed to negoti-
ate their commissions, sell their own work, or keep the profits of the sale. The daily work 
was assigned to each woman by the supervisors, or maestre, who were in full charge 
of the quality and the marketing of the resulting lace. It seems that, as a general rule, 
about two-thirds of the profit from the sale of lace was used to support the institutions 
themselves and one-third was set aside for the dowries of the young women who made 
the lace.27 

FIG. 3.17 (LA-782) (LEFT)
Designs for handkerchiefs, Florence, 
1580–90. Pen and ink on paper. 
Courtesy of Ministero per la cultura/
Archivio di Stato di Firenze, GM 143, 
cc. 555-556.

FIG. 3.18 (LA-783) (RIGHT)
Bobbin-lace handkerchief, Italy, 
17th century. Linen and silk. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, Rogers Fund, 1939, 39.123.1.
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Consuming and Regulating Lace

Lace was a luxury product and prices for fine pieces were high. Tarabotti noted that 
the cost of the lace produced for a noble customer was “no less than sixty ducats per 
braccio.” 28 The convent of Sant’Anna also sold lace for very high prices, charging 360 
ducats for a braccio of very fine three-dimensional lace border produced in the nunnery. 
Even the prices for secondhand lace works were high. In an auction organized in 1599 
for the sale of the inheritance of Salutio Gnechi, a cavaliere del doge, seven ounces of 
“punto” (in aria) needle lace was priced at 1,115 lire, or 174 ducats.29 This meant that a 
piece of fine lace of around twenty-four inches (60 centimeters) could be more valuable 
than the entire year’s salary of a master artisan, and five times higher than the value of 
a lacemaker’s yearly labor.30 

Because of the luxury and cost associated with fashionable lace, its use in Italy was 
regulated by sumptuary laws. This was certainly the case in Venice as well as in other 
smaller Italian cities. Sumptuary laws issued in the Tuscan city of Lucca in 1595, for 
example, justified the need for regulations, lamenting that “it was not long ago when 
a prohibition was issued for certain embroidered collars for the high expense; today, 
they make collars of network with stitches on top of stitches . . . the prices of these have 
become intolerable.” 31
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Such laws often gave specific guidelines regarding both the materials and the size 
of lace trims. Officials in Florence, where round lace ruffs had become popular in the 
early seventeenth century published a sumptuary law in 1638 that stated that “no man 
or woman in the city of whatever condition” was allowed to use any other kind of lace in 
ruffs and collars than linen, and that it was not to be wider than one and three-quarters 
inches (4.5 centimeters; one soldo e mezzo di braccio). Lace trims of silk, on the other hand, 
could be used for mantles and head coverings, as long as they did not exceed the width 
of eight denari di braccio, or a little less than seven-eighths of an inch (2 centimeters). 
The laws stipulated that none of these items could include lace made of gold thread.32

As these sumptuary laws suggest, lace was not an exclusive product of the Italian 
elites. Lace was made in a variety of qualities and was widely available ready-made 
from the city’s street sellers as well as from local women who sold lace door to door at 
cheaper price points. Historian and curator Patricia Allerston’s work suggests that street 
sellers often closely followed the latest fashion trends. She quotes a popular carnival 
song from the period, which urges passersby to purchase lace collars from a street seller 
because “they are of the latest style.” 33 Some of the laces that were produced for broader 
consumption copied Genoese, Milanese, or Venetian laces (FIG. 3.19, LA-784) or replaced 
precious materials with cheaper ones. For example, the bobbin insert referenced above 
(SEE FIG. 3.14, LA-002) is similar in design to the gold lace worn by Eleonora of Toledo 
(1522–1562) in her portrait painted by Agnolo Bronzino (1503–1572) around 1560, but it 
is executed in linen (FIG. 3.20, LA-864). 

Documents that record offenses against sumptuary laws demonstrate that 
seventeenth-century Italian male artisans had a particular taste for lace ruffs and that 
men often broke these laws by wearing excessive amounts of lace.34 For example, in March 
1638, the specially appointed Florentine 
officials known as birri, who were sta-
tioned in front of city taverns, market-
places, piazze, and church entrances to 
ensure that clothing regulations were 
respected, confiscated a collar worn 
by a butcher named Nicolò because it 
was trimmed with lace that was too 
wide. Documentation of the court case 
is preserved in the Florentine state 
archives (FIG. 3.21, LA-785).35

Household inventories also con-
firm that lace was not only made for 
wealthy elites, but was also widely 
worn further down on the social 
scale. Data from Venice, Siena, and 
Florence between 1550 and 1650 shows 
that many men and women had their 
clothing and accessories trimmed 
with different types of bobbin-made 

FIG. 3.19 (LA-784) (BELOW)
Lace from Abbruzzo, copied from 
Genoese laces, 17th century, from 
Elisa Ricci, Old Italian Lace, vol. 2. 
London: W. Heinemann; Philadelphia, 
J. B. Lippincott, 1913. Archive.org, 
Getty Research Institute.

FIG. 3.20 (LA-864) (OPPOSITE)
Agnolo Bronzino, Eleanora de Toledo, 
ca. 1560. Oil on panel. Courtesy 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, 
DC, Samuel H. Kress Collection, 
1961.9.7. 
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lace borders; fine lace cuffs and edgings of reticella; 
punto in aria needle lace of fine Venetian or Flemish 
linen thread; and fine gold lace that was attached to 
handkerchiefs, muffs, sleeves, and gowns. Some of 
these items are described as being in line with con-
temporary fashion. For example, the relatively modest 
Venetian innkeeper Giovanni Suster had among his 
possessions a small delicate handkerchief edged with 
gold lace as well as three lace collars and cuffs, “all in 
current style.” 36

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, wear-
ing and making lace in Italy was an economically, 
socially, and culturally significant activity that cut 
across the social layers of the entire population. Not 
only was lace produced for and worn by all, but numer-
ous Italian women—both noble and poor—worked in 
homes, cloisters, and hospitals in order to supply lace 
to European consumers, creating some of the most 
expensive and most desired textiles produced for the 
fashion markets in the early modern period. 

1 This research has been carried out as part of the Refashioning 
the Renaissance project. It has received funding from the European 
Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation program (grant agreement no. 726195). For 
the development of fashion in lace, see Ann Rosalind Jones, “Labor 
and Lace: The Crafts of Giacomo Franco’s Habiti delle donne vene-
tiane,” I Tatti Studies in the Italian Renaissance 17, no. 2 (2014): 412–15; 
and Anne Kraatz, Lace: History and Fashion, trans. Pat Earnshaw (New 
York: Rizzoli, 1989), 42–46. For the origins of lace as fashion, see 
Lidia Sciama, “Lacemaking in Venetian Culture,” in Dress and Gender: 
Making and Meaning, ed. Ruth Barnes and Joanne B. Eicher (Oxford 
and New York: Berg, 1997), 127.
2 Pat Earnshaw, Lace in Fashion: From the Sixteenth to the Twentieth 
Centuries (Guildford: Gorse, 1985), 15. For the fashion for ruffs and 
regional variations in styles, see Kraatz, Lace, 18; Santina M. Levey, 
Lace: A History (London: Victoria & Albert Museum, 1983), 1; and 
Sciama, “Lacemaking,” 128. The growing size of ruffs can be traced 
by comparing portraits by Palma il Vecchio, Rubens, and Titian for 
lace from about the late 15th century, where lace is always depicted 
bordering the necklines and cuffs of women’s dresses and men’s 

shirts, with excessive lace designs of the late 16th and early 17th 
centuries.
3 Quoted in Levey, Lace, 12. 
4 Jones, “Labor and Lace,” 404. These books can be used to 
reconstruct the development of lace from geometric cutwork with 
a gridlike structure to free-flowing patterns and punto in aria or true 
needle-lace technique. Levey, Lace, 21.
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